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A high IQ isn’t the liability this book suggests,
but we can all learn to make better decisions
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controlling for IQ (4). This finding contributes to a growing body of evidence that
suggests that standard IQ tests may fail to
capture critical thinking skills that are essential to decision-making.
This conclusion, however, is difficult
to reconcile with the broad predictive
power of IQ and the well-established association between IQ and performance
on tests of reasoning and problem-solving
(5). Researchers have therefore conducted
experiments to further examine the nature of the association between IQ and
decision-making.
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To support this view, evidence would
need to suggest that a high IQ makes peoxamining “why smart people make
ple more susceptible to errors in decisiondumb mistakes,” The Intelligence Trap
making. This, however, is inconsistent
presents an accessible and engaging
with the high positive correlation observed
discussion of the nature of human inin Blacksmith’s recent study (0.91) (6) and
telligence. The reason for this paradox,
the positive associations found in studies
suggests author David Robson, is that
of the Cognitive Reflection Test (0.43) (2)
people with a high IQ are often unaware of
and in research that Robson reviews from
the limits of their understanding and are
Stanovich and his colleagues (0.47) (1). In
therefore susceptible to poor judgment.
contrast to the book’s premise, this sugRobson reviews research that examines
gests that IQ and decision-making are posthe relationship between IQ and decisionitively correlated and that a high IQ may
making (1). This work presents evidence
be associated with better decisions.
that standard IQ tests fail to meaAnecdotes abound of individusure critical thinking skills that are
als with a high IQ who have made
at the heart of decision-making,
substantial blunders. But in terms
and as a result, high IQ does not
of where the field stands, scienguarantee competent decisions.
tists are currently grappling with
To illustrate the role of critical
the question of whether IQ and
thought in decision-making, condecision-making can even be dissider the following example from
entangled—rather than whether
the Cognitive Reflection Test (2)
they are in opposition.
presented in the book: “A bat and a
Robson dedicates the majorball cost $1.10. The bat costs $1.00
ity of the book to an engaging
more than the ball. How much
discussion of how to improve
does the ball cost?” Although “10
decision-making, surveying a
cents” immediately comes to mind,
broad landscape of research on
the application of logic and math“evidence-based wisdom,” emphaematics allows us to generate the
sizing the importance of critical
correct solution (5 cents).
thought and self-reflection, and
The importance of critical
reviewing promising new areas
thinking for decision-making is
of research [e.g., (7)]. Despite my
well established (3) and supports
concerns about the book’s central
inferences about the value of an
Mindfulness meditation can help enhance decision-making abilities.
premise, I found the presentation
outcome (value assessment), the
of topics and wealth of evidence
likelihood of an event (belief assessment),
In a recent study, Nikki Blacksmith and
reviewed to be impressively accessible,
and the capacity to combine this informacolleagues found that scores on the A-DMC
with engaging storytelling, depth of distion to make an adaptive choice (inforwere largely indistinguishable from IQ,
cussion, and counterintuitive conclusions
mation integration). Measurement tools
with a construct-level correlation of 0.91
that are sure to engage the reader’s capacto assess these essential competencies of
(6). It is also well known that performance
ity for critical thought and intelligent decidecision-making have recently been develon measures of critical thinking, such as
sion-making. j
oped and support the direct comparison of
the Cognitive Reflection Test, is positively
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